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ABSTRACT

High frequency trading (HFT) is a financial investment execution technique with a growing presence in world financial markets. Investment firms engaging in HFT use computer-automated algorithms to trade financial instruments at high speeds. There is much debate as to what HFT entails, particularly its risks, benefits, and costs, and whom HFT affects (positively or negatively). In particular, this Note addresses efforts in the United States and the European Union to define and regulate HFT. The proposed Regulation Systems Compliance and Integrity (Reg SCI) and Regulation Automated Trading (Reg AT) in the United States and Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II (MiFID II) in the European Union contemplate measures to increase transparency and decrease volatility surrounding HFT, particularly in light of flash crashes in various influential markets. Recent events like the emergence of the Investors Exchange (IEX) and the flash crash following “Brexit” draw the role of HFT in ensuring the continued operation of the market into higher relief. As such, combining elements from both US and EU regimes to create a “transparency within reason” approach will help balance competing interests in effectively addressing HFT through a cohesive framework.
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"People no longer are responsible for what happens in the market, because computers make all the decisions." High frequency trading (HFT) is a phenomenon some perceive as the next imminent failure of modern markets. To critics like Michael Lewis, author of Flash Boys: A Wall Street Revolt, HFT is a scheme by which computer whizzes can program computers with algorithms to cheat more traditional investors out of an honest day's work. While dramatized, his depiction captures the heart of critics' argument that HFT should be regulated because it represents the worst of technological innovation and human nature combined.

Yet others perceive HFT as a market-moving mechanism that benefits the exchange of securities and derivatives and a natural progression of market competition. In Flash Boys: Not So Fast, former Goldman Sachs trader Peter Kovac critiqued Lewis's attacks on HFT and the related call for regulation, denouncing the alleged "cheat" aspect of HFT and possibly fully discrediting the existence of HFT.

2. See id. at 3.
If nothing else, this feud demonstrates that HFT is on the public’s mind, and certainly not for the first time. Starting as far back as the “Black Monday Crash” of October 19, 1987, when the stock market took its steepest ever single-day dive, many saw such stark volatility as a failure of market makers, which HFT traders are now considered. More recently, the 2008 Financial Crisis instilled a renewed aversion to risk and set the stage for the rise of HFT, since HFT is a seemingly low risk operation. The May 2010 “Flash Crash” highlighted HFT’s effect on computer-driven markets as “far more dangerous than anyone had realized,” even though markets quickly rebounded to recover all losses that same day.

As HFT traders have gained further influence in the markets, regulatory efforts have multiplied in the interest of leveling the playing field between more traditional algorithmic trading and HFT. In particular, regulators are concerned that the speed at which HFT traders operate could marginalize traditional traders and potentially destabilize markets. Attempts to address such concerns include the U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission’s (SEC) proposed Regulation System Compliance and Integrity (Reg SCI) in 2014 and, more recently, the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission’s (CFTC) proposed Regulation Automated Trading (Reg AT). Moreover, a new US stock exchange, Investors Exchange (IEX), recently began operations on the premise of heightening efficiency and fairness among traders.

While US regulatory efforts have seen mixed results, in April 2016 the European Union implemented a plan for the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II (MiFID II). Fully effective in 2018, MiFID II represents the European Union’s first attempt to regulate

9. For more information on the IEX concept, see IEX, https://www.iextrading.com [https://perma.cc/P4KS-378H] (archived Oct. 4, 2016); see also LEWIS, supra note 1, at 164 (“[IEX’s] goal was not to exterminate the hyenas and the vultures but, more subtly, to eliminate the opportunity for the kill.”).
HFT and could be a step in a long line of future regulations. Like the United States, the European Union has seen HFT account for an increasing proportion of trading, but as of yet European HFT traders have escaped the level of oversight applied to other traders (i.e., brokers).

But what exactly is HFT, and how can it be regulated without completely smothering market competition? This Note addresses the debate across the United States and the European Union on HFT as a practice. Part II compares efforts to reach a holistic definition of HFT and its common strategies in the United States and the European Union. Part III evaluates HFT in terms of its prominence in and impact on markets in the United States and the European Union. Part IV compares US and EU approaches to regulate HFT, particularly the US Reg SCI and Reg AT and the EU MiFID II. Part V evaluates the approaches discussed in Part IV in light of regulators' concerns and the individualized needs of the United States and the European Union.

II. DEFINITIONS: WHAT EXACTLY IS HFT?

The debate over how to regulate HFT originates in its definition. To fully understand HFT, one must first distinguish it from larger umbrellas of trading, such as algorithmic trading. Algorithmic trading usually refers to fund managers' use of trading strategies to exchange large volumes of assets at minimized cost under preset limits of risk and time. The crux of algorithmic trading lies in these preset rules on how to execute each trade order; the goal is to secure a good price relative to specified benchmarks and to minimize the impact of trading by actively responding to events in the market.

HFT, which refers to complete automation of the quantitative trading process, forms a subset of algorithmic trading. HFT narrows the scope of algorithmic trading because it uses computer-automated algorithms to execute trades without human influence. Such computer automation hinges on quantitative modeling and indicator tracking to determine when and how to execute trades, taking

10. See Cave, supra note 7.
11. See id.
13. See id.
14. See EQUITY MARKET STRUCTURE LITERATURE REVIEW, supra note 6, at 4; see also Booth, supra note 12.
15. See Booth, supra note 12.
traders' activism out of the equation except in the event of "flash crashes." Hedge funds typically implement algorithmic trading to execute trades and monitor portfolio risk, and HFT can be used to incorporate this information into pricing and trading decisions.\footnote{See id.}

Most agree that the hallmark of HFT is its transience; HFT traders seek and act on opportunities in a matter of milliseconds (thousandths of a second).\footnote{See, e.g., Yesha Yadav, How Algorithmic Trading Undermines Efficiency in Capital Markets, 68 VAND. L. REV. 1607, 1623 (2015) [hereinafter Algorithmic Trading] (discussing how HFT involves securities exchanging hands in milliseconds).} While many brokers and dealers offer solely algorithmic trading, algorithmic trading is less anticipatory, less high-frequency, and less high-tech than HFT. Beyond the time frame, however, characterization of HFT is hazy. From types of securities traded to specific trading strategies, authorities across the United States and the European Union lack uniformity in their descriptions.

A. Key Characteristics of HFT

Recent US and EU attempts to outline the key characteristics of HFT share a lack of commitment to a set of uniform features. The SEC has named non-defining but important criteria for HFT in the United States.\footnote{See EQUITY MARKET STRUCTURE LITERATURE REVIEW, supra note 6, at 4.}

Along with short time frames and the use of algorithms, the SEC highlights the location of computer servers close to trade exchanges, a phenomenon known as co-location.\footnote{See id.} The amount of time taken to execute a trade, down to the millisecond, can greatly affect who gets to trade on that particular opportunity. So, the greater the physical distance from the server to the actual exchange (i.e., New York Stock Exchange [NYSE]), the longer it takes for the computer signal to travel round trip to execute the trade.\footnote{See id.} As a result, a new sideline market has arisen in which HFT competitors pay millions of dollars for the right to place their servers in the same room as the exchange hub to eke out an edge of mere milliseconds.\footnote{See LEWIS, supra note 1, at 60, 135–39 (describing Goldman Sachs's co-location efforts).} Such competition also breeds from the algorithms used by each HFT trader, so in reserving the coveted floor space in the exchanges, HFT traders cautiously...
physically cover their servers such that no information will leak to the competition.\textsuperscript{22}

The SEC also characterizes HFT as using small amounts of daily capital to make a tiny gain per individual transaction. HFT traders generate money by trading for small increments of time and making incremental but steady profits on each individual trade.\textsuperscript{23} Because of the high speed at which HFT traders execute trades, they process a high volume of transactions per day and thus turn a significant profit. Furthermore, HFT traders cancel over 90 percent of their orders before they are executed (see the “order anticipation” HFT strategy discussed in Part II.B).\textsuperscript{24} This creates the perception that HFT is a low-risk operation, as several HFT firms can boast minimal losses over years of trading.\textsuperscript{25}

While the characteristics and behaviors the SEC specifies are not limited to HFT, they outline the baseline view of HFT in the United States—fast, profitable, and competitive, for better or for worse.

B. HFT Strategies

The International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) characterizes HFT not as a single strategy but as a “set of technological arrangements and tools employed in a wide number of strategies, each one having a different market impact and hence raising different regulatory issues.”\textsuperscript{26} The three most prominent strategies of HFT—order anticipation, market making, and arbitrage—rely heavily on the speed at which HFT operates.

The order anticipation HFT strategy arguably receives the most attention of the three prominent strategies because some see it as the driver of unfairness behind HFT.\textsuperscript{27} As a directional strategy, order

\textsuperscript{22} See id. at 64–65 (“The HFT firm insisted on leaving the Toys ‘R’ Us logos in place [on the computer cage] so that no one would know they had improved their position, in relation to the matching engine, by several feet.”).

\textsuperscript{23} See Equity Market Structure Literature Review, supra note 6, at 4.

\textsuperscript{24} See Algorithmic Trading supra note 17, at 1623; see also Irene Aldridge, Market Microstructure and the Risks of High-Frequency Trading 2–4 (Aug. 19, 2013) (unpublished manuscript), http://ssrn.com/abstract=2294526 [https://perma.cc/65JG-7PEA] (archived Oct. 4, 2016) (asserting that around 95 percent of limit orders on NASDAQ are cancelled within one minute of being placed).

\textsuperscript{25} See, e.g., Virtu Financial, Inc., Registration Statement Filing (Form S-1) (Mar. 10, 2014) (noting how Virtu Financial had lost money on only one day in four years of trading).


\textsuperscript{27} See Lewis, supra note 1, at 53 (describing order anticipation as being “front-run—that some other trader was, in effect, noticing his demand for stock on one exchange and buying it on others in anticipation of selling it to him at a higher price”); see also Patterson, supra note 5, at 4–5 (“The heart of the problem . . . was that fast-
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anticipation involves parsing out whether a major investor has placed a large order such that an HFT trader can use its advantageous speed to trade ahead of that investor.$^{28}$ To outmaneuver the major investor, HFT traders engage in "pinging." That is, HFT traders use pattern algorithms to send out "feeler-orders" to find potential larger orders and determine how large traders may behave.$^{29}$ Because HFT traders can submit high volumes of these feeler-orders quickly, they can capitalize on opportune orders ahead of traditional investors.$^{30}$ The feeler-orders are usually cancelled; as mentioned in Part II.a.1, approximately 90 percent of orders in HFT are cancelled.$^{31}$ Thus, HFT traders can quickly enter and exit the market with marginal gain before traditional investors can act on the same opportunities.

The market-making HFT strategy involves HFT traders' immediate readiness to buy and sell securities using their own capital, boosting market liquidity.$^{32}$ Combined with their ability to make high volumes of trades in mere milliseconds, HFT traders dominate over traditional traders as market makers.$^{33}$ In fact, Virtu Financial, a renowned HFT firm, acts as the designated market maker for the NYSE.$^{34}$ A 2013 study found that market making and other opportunistic HFT strategies, particularly more passive market-making activity, mitigated short term price volatility in Swedish equity markets.$^{35}$ In this way, HFT may fill a vital economic role by driving the market through its purchases and sales.

Like the market-making strategy, the arbitrage strategy can be seen to play a beneficial economic role in moving markets. HFT traders engage in arbitrage by searching markets for securities with prices that vary between different exchanges.$^{36}$ By relying on time advantages and algorithms, HFT traders can trade away the differences in prices more cheaply and expediently, paving the way

moving robot trading machines were front-running long-term investors on exchanges such as the New York Stock Exchange and the Nasdaq Stock Market.

29. See id.
30. See id.
32. See Algorithmic Trading, supra note 17, at 1628; see also Yesha Yadav, Insider Trading and Market Structure, 63 UCLA L. REV. 968, 975 (2016) [hereinafter Insider Trading] ("By virtue of constantly buying and selling, these HFT traders often fulfill what amounts to an economic market making function by being immediately available to trade with investors.").
33. See Algorithmic Trading, supra note 17, at 1628.
34. See Insider Trading, supra note 32, at 975 n.19.
for traders to engage in market making.\textsuperscript{37} A 2012 study found that the entry of a large, primarily passive HFT firm into the market for Dutch stocks correlated with a 15 percent decline in effective price spreads.\textsuperscript{38} However, while investors may experience lower price differences after HFT traders enter the market, critics warn that those investors are effectively forced out of earning the associated spread as HFT traders may “snipe” the better prices.\textsuperscript{39} As such, one should not overemphasize large spread reductions and volume increases associated with HFT entry as evidence of strong market improvement.\textsuperscript{40}

The SEC stipulates two additional categories of strategies—structural and directional “moment ignition”—that closely resemble the three main strategies.\textsuperscript{41} Through the use of structural strategies, which bear relation to the market-making strategy, HFT traders use their speed advantage to exploit structural vulnerabilities in the market. Namely, they trade with market participants through trading venues that offer transactions at “stale” prices (i.e., prices that have not yet updated to reflect market changes).\textsuperscript{42} For example, an HFT firm can update its quote to 25.06 and simultaneously attempt to buy from slower market participants at 25.01 (the current ask price) or 25.02 and profit from the difference.\textsuperscript{43}

The momentum ignition strategy, a type of directional strategy similar to order anticipation that incorporates market making, involves initiating large groups of orders and trades to try to initiate quick increases or decreases in price.\textsuperscript{44} In this way, HFT firms seek the correct price level, which may benefit the market by helping to improve price discovery without the need for intermediate executions that tend to occur during periods of very low cancellation activity.\textsuperscript{45} Some credit HFT firms’ price-finding and adapting features for the lack of frequent market crashes.\textsuperscript{46}

\textsuperscript{37} See id.
\textsuperscript{39} See id.
\textsuperscript{40} See id.
\textsuperscript{41} EQUITY MARKET STRUCTURE LITERATURE REVIEW, supra note 6, at 4.
\textsuperscript{42} Id. at 13.
\textsuperscript{44} See EQUITY MARKET STRUCTURE LITERATURE REVIEW, supra note 6, at 4.
\textsuperscript{45} Jesse Blocher et al., supra note 43, at 16.
\textsuperscript{46} See id. (arguing against “crash insurance,” the notion that HFTs abandon the markets rather than assuming some obligation to endure losses in times of market stress”).
C. Traders and Types of Securities Traded

Generally, there are three groups of traders in the marketplace: (1) longer-term investors, such as institutional or retail investors who hold their investment positions for longer than one day; (2) low frequency, intraday traders, such as investment brokers who hold their investment positions for shorter than one day; and (3) HFT traders.\(^47\) However, because no one can agree on one all-encompassing definition of HFT, it is difficult to identify who engages in HFT and which securities HFT traders are trading.

In the United States, HFT is estimated to account for between approximately 50 and 70 percent of trading volume.\(^48\) The level and nature of HFT activity, however, can vary greatly across different types of stocks. For example, HFT traders are much more active in large-capitalization stocks than in small-capitalization stocks, but 69 percent of their small-capitalization stock activity results from aggressive orders.\(^49\) HFT is also emerging in the trade of other US securities, including treasuries, bonds, and equity-related futures—HFT accounts for approximately 60 percent of trading volume in the futures market.\(^50\)

In the European Union, the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) estimates that HFT accounts for somewhere between 24 and 43 percent of equity value traded, depending on the method implemented to calculate market share.\(^51\) Using co-location as a proxy for HFT activity, HFT firms account for approximately 35 percent of co-location services (compared with investment banks, \(^47\) See id. at 15.

\(^48\) Compare Algorithmic Trading, supra note 17, at 1622 n.57 (50 percent), with X. Frank Zhang, High-Frequency Trading, Stock Volatility, and Price Discovery 1–3 (Dec. 2010) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with the Yale University School of Management) (70 percent).


which account for 44 percent). Furthermore, when parsed into market share by the numbers of trades and orders, all methods of calculation yielded a trend: HFT market share by value traded was smaller than HFT share by number of trades, which in turn was smaller than HFT share by number of orders. Therefore, because the HFT market share is smaller than non-HFT market share, and the order-to-trade ratio of HFTs is on average higher than the order-to-trade ratio of non-HFTs, HFT traders execute fewer trades per order than non-HFT traders. This finding is consistent with HFT's noted high volume characteristic, one of the few that the United States and the European Union regularly acknowledge.

III. PROMINENCE: HOW DOES HFT IMPACT MARKETS?

The desire for speed and competitive advantage is a recurring theme in financial markets and the modern information environment. Globalization, the internet, and social media grant amateur investors and ordinary citizens access to twenty-four-hour news, computerized trading platforms, and 401(k) investment decision making. HFT capitalizes on this increasing dynamism, but the question remains as to whether resulting gains in efficiency trump the proposed “decoupling of predictability and profitability” in the market.

A. Benefits of HFT

While the aforementioned benefits of individual strategies are important considerations for HFT firms in evaluating investment options, regulators must analyze HFT's effect on the marketplace as a general practice.

One significant benefit of HFT is that it limits holding risk, or the risk an investor incurs by holding an investment in the market for a long period of time. The average holding period in the United

52. Id. at 13 (implementing the direct method for calculating HFT market share).
53. See id. at 11.
States for stocks has been quoted at twenty-two seconds.\textsuperscript{56} Because HFT firms can quickly enter or exit the market, they do not need to “invest deeply in understanding the longer-term behavior of securities” or to provide for risk by holding large amounts of capital.\textsuperscript{57} Thus, HFT firms do not carry significant, unhedged positions from trading day to trading day.\textsuperscript{58}

As a direct result, more nontraditional, specialized trading firms have gained access to the market.\textsuperscript{59} The stock market crash of 1987 saw the rise of the “Automated Trading Desk” on the notion that computers could automate the function of market makers trading stocks on their clients’ behalf.\textsuperscript{60} Since then, specialized HFT firms like Global Electronic Trading Co. (Getco), Tradeworx, Tradebot Systems, Tower Research Capital, and RGM Advisors have increased their market share on the premise of “providing multiple benefits to everyday investors.”\textsuperscript{61}

Indeed, critics can distort the prospect of benefits to the client by focusing solely on the benefits HFT firms themselves receive. Financial markets continue to be busy, and poor results are usually interpreted as long term ramifications of the 2008 crisis, rather than of HFT activity.\textsuperscript{62} HFT can use its role in market making to provide investors with more efficient access to markets at a lower cost through competitive advantage and greater liquidity.\textsuperscript{63} As Bloomberg’s Matt Levine stipulates, “The basic raison d’être of high-frequency trading is that it makes markets more efficient . . . . It’s also about efficiently extracting value from amateur . . . traders and

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{57} Algorithmic Trading, supra note 17, at 1624.
  \item \textsuperscript{59} See Algorithmic Trading, supra note 17, at 1624.
  \item \textsuperscript{61} See id. (noting Tradeworx founder Manoj Narang’s estimate that trading in Tradeworx’s HFT system [approximately $10 million in capital] accounts for 3 percent of daily volume in Spiders [S&P 500 ETF]).
  \item \textsuperscript{63} See Algorithmic Trading, supra note 17, at 1628.
\end{itemize}
giving it to professionals." These considerations place HFT in the middle of a larger debate in modern markets over efficiency versus distributional effects.

Even then, while individual investors do not have access to the milliseconds’ worth of information that HFT firms secure through algorithms, retail investors in contemporary markets have access to far more information than they did in the 1990s. Furthermore, researchers have found that HFT reduces bid–ask spreads, or the differential between the highest price a buyer is willing to pay for an asset (bid price) and the lowest price for which a seller is willing to sell the asset (ask price). Thus, investors can more cheaply and easily enter and exit the marketplace, catalyzing a more efficient capital allocation across the economy.

B. Costs of HFT

1. Competitive Advantage

HFT’s drive for competitive advantage produces many of the costs attributable to HFT. The economic costs of creating HFT algorithms to execute trades, and then of integrating those algorithms into investment practice, can provide a significant barrier to market entry. HFT requires good programming, which can create an intellectual property rights issue for a programmer who wishes to market his or her algorithm, as well as for a competitive HFT firm that wishes to maintain competitive advantage.

That competitive advantage can force exit from the market, because it transfers costs to informed traditional traders and alters their incentives. As mentioned in Part III.A, HFT firms’ ability to quickly enter into or exit from the market diminishes their need to understand long-term behavior of securities; thus, more nontraditional trading firms have gained access to the market.

While this is an economic "win" for HFTs looking for low-stake investment opportunities, traditional informed traders rely on research and experience regarding long-term behavior of securities as

65. See BELL, supra note 54, at 4.
67. See Algorithmic Trading, supra note 17, at 1646–47.
68. See id. at 1624 (describing that by entering and exiting the market quickly they only need to anticipate very recent trends).
their competitive advantage. When speed-minded HFT traders use order-anticipation strategies to anticipate traditional trades, informed traders receive diminished marginal returns from their research such that investment in information is no longer practical from a business standpoint.\(^{69}\)

Yet in the wake of financial crisis, the SEC and the CFTC set the bar high for “robust, accessible, and timely market data.”\(^{70}\) Put simply:

> So how do traders compete in a marketplace full of computers? The answer, ironically enough, is to not compete. Unless you are prepared to pay for a low latency feed and write software to react to market movements on the millisecond timescale, you simply will not win. . . . \([T]\)he required reaction time is on the order of 10 milliseconds. You could be the fastest human trader in the world chasing that spike, but 100% of the time, the computer will beat you to it.\(^{71}\)

As a result, some critics of HFT fear that an increase in algorithmic trading will lead to a two-tiered market system, with large HFT traders on one tier and more traditional traders and investors on another.\(^{72}\) However, this trade-off is complex, and traditional, informed traders benefit from the immediate liquidity and smaller bid–ask spreads HFT provides.

The sheer number of trading exchanges in the United States and the European Union adds to the information cost as well as the economic cost.\(^ {73}\) Algorithms must be capable of independently interpreting news from multiple sources (i.e., social media, news broadcasts, and regulatory reports), in addition to the exchanges themselves, for buzz words that might impact the market.\(^ {74}\)

---

69. See id. at 1615. ("By free-riding on the intelligence of others, algorithmic traders save themselves time and money while also taking home a share of the winnings.").

70. Staffs of the CFTC and SEC, Findings Regarding the Events of May 6, 2010, at 45 (2010), http://www.sec.gov/news/studies/2010/marketevents-report.pdf [https://perma.cc/2FY5-NVDH] (archived Nov. 6, 2016) ("Whether trading decisions are based on human judgment or a computer algorithm, and whether trades occur once a minute or thousands of times each second, fair and orderly markets require that the standard for robust, accessible, and timely market data be set quite high.").

71. See Jones, supra note 55.

72. See, e.g., Bell, supra note 54, at 4.


74. See Algorithmic Trading, supra note 17, at 1624.
Beyond the new incentive against research on long-term securities behavior, information that could potentially impact the market can be lost in translation because HFT puts a premium on speed. Thus, HFT may increase the amount of information in the markets but decrease the amount of useful information in the markets. Footnote 75 Nobel Prize-winning economist Joseph Stiglitz described as "socially wasteful" the effort necessary to separate the valuable information from the useless information, resulting in a harmful "loss of confidence in markets." Footnote 76

Critics often cite that useless information, or "market noise," as a cost of HFT. Noise exists when there is competing or contradicting information in the market or when the amount of information becomes too great for the market to process, harming market integrity. Footnote 77 HFT firms create noise as algorithms implement "pinging" (see Part II.B) to ignite market momentum, a method some argue should be regulated. Footnote 78

2. Model Risk

Model risk arises from a dependence on pre-set algorithmic programming to address the logistical challenge of real-time intervention. Footnote 79 In her work on algorithms that undermine capital market efficiency, Professor Yesha Yadav describes a clash here as the "Goldilocks Dilemma"—"For models to work optimally, market conditions should be exactly attuned to their assumptions and projections." Footnote 80 Studies suggest that HFT traders transacting in the direction of permanent price changes best predict price changes over horizons of three to four seconds. Footnote 81 While some claim HFT firms' price-finding and adapting features decrease the chance of frequently occurring market crashes (see Part II.C), others argue that HFT predictions and trades during times of financial stress are not reliable. Footnote 82

The Flash Crash of 2010 provides an excellent stage for this controversy. On May 6, 2010, the Dow Jones Industrial Average fell by almost one thousand points, the largest one-day decline in broad

---

Footnotes:
76. Id.
77. See BELL, supra note 54, at 8.
78. See id.
79. See Algorithmic Trading, supra note 17, at 1613.
80. Id.
81. See id. at 1614.
82. See Austin Gerig, High-Frequency Trading Synchronizes Prices in Financial Markets (Nov. 2012) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author) (arguing market stress may lead to stress spreading quickly).
market prices in its history, but it quickly rebounded.83 According to
an SEC–CFTC report, HFT traders did not initiate the crash but
exacerbated the liquidity issue during freefall.84 HFT firms continued
to trade at high levels, in the aggregate representing 50.3 percent of
total volume at exchanges and other venues and selling $1.34 billion
of value.85 Then, during the price rebound, HFTs in the aggregate
represented only 36.6 percent of total volume.86 HFT traders faced
censure for reportedly fleeing the market in large numbers to save
themselves from the stress of the crisis rather than staying to ensure
liquidity, which exacerbated market volatility.87 This is consistent
with the notion that HFT can exaggerate price reaction and increase
stock price volatility, possibly because of model risk.88

3. Macroeconomics

Faster is not always better. HFT market making might not actually improve price discovery in terms of net gains to society. Some
critics stipulate that any macroeconomic benefit yielded by faster
price discovery cannot compare with the high costs associated with
the few extra milliseconds provided. In particular, the resulting:
higher market volatility negatively affects welfare, the structure of
the economy, and overall economic performance.89

Private actors like HFT firms are too narrowly focused to
consider large scale public goods and gains. To HFT firms, time is
relative; they gain from the competitive advantage of outpacing other
HFT firms and traditional traders. Because ultra-fast is not equally
accessible to all, Gianluca Virgilio of the University of Hertfordshire
asserts, HFT is the chief reason for technology-led market
inefficiency.90 The information asymmetry on which HFT firms profit

83. David Easley et al., The Microstructure of the Flash Crash, 37 J. PORTFOLIO
MGMT. 118, 118–19 (2011) (explaining two liquidity crises that followed the crash).
84. See STAFFS OF THE CFTC AND SEC, supra note 70, at 45.
85. EQUITY MARKET STRUCTURE LITERATURE REVIEW, supra note 6, at 11.
86. Id. For more information on HFT activity in the U.S. Treasury market in
October 2010, see STAFFS OF THE U.S. TREASURY ET AL., JOINT STAFF REPORT: THE U.S.
accounted for the largest share in liquidity-removing trades).
87. See Easley et al., supra note 83 (“This generalized severe mismatch in
liquidity was exacerbated by the withdrawal of liquidity by some electronic market
makers and by uncertainty about, or delays in, market data affecting the actions
of market participants”). But see Jesse Blocher et al., supra note 43, at 16 (arguing
against “‘crash insurance,’ the notion that HFTs abandon the markets rather than
assuming some obligation to endure losses in times of market stress”).
88. See Zhang, supra note 48, at 3.
89. See Salmon, supra note 75; see also Virgilio, supra note 62, at 80
(“Certainly, HF traders speed up price discovery - but at their own benefit and to the
detriment of the many other slower investors, that is, to the detriment of the market at
large.”).
90. Virgilio, supra note 62, at 72.
yields a large redistributive effect; considering the transaction cost of gathering information and a lack of any tangible social benefit, there is a net social cost.\textsuperscript{91}

IV. REGULATION: HOW CAN REGULATORS CONTROL HFT?

A. Purpose of Regulation

Beyond the ongoing debate over the definition and the overall market impact of HFT, regulators face controversy over their role in the markets in relation to HFT. The baseline question—Is there even a need for regulation?—is complex. The desire for market intervention to prevent unfairness, volatility, and informational asymmetries is not new, and it is certainly not specific to HFT. Purely as a matter of systemic risk, regulation cannot remove all the uncertainty in the market. Software may help traders to make more informed decisions and to diversify risk more rationally, but it will never alone guarantee risk-free return.\textsuperscript{92}

1. Competition in the Market

Some argue that intervention could prevent such problems from resolving themselves through market mechanisms, harking to classic laissez-faire economic theory and Friedrich Hayek's theory that markets are the most efficient way of aggregating information dispersed among individuals within a society.\textsuperscript{93} Perhaps increased competition in the HFT industry breeds increased efficiency.\textsuperscript{94}

Holly Bell of the Cato Institute indicated that as HFT has increased in market share, it has become more commonly understood and less effective.\textsuperscript{95} Because HFT firms are developing new algorithms to separate HFT-related market noise from actual market news, their ability to ignite major, unfounded market swings weakens as they become better consumers of the market information created

\textsuperscript{91} See Salmon, supra note 75.
\textsuperscript{92} See Virgilio, supra note 62, at 79.
\textsuperscript{94} See Virgilio, supra note 62, at 79 (quoting FORESIGHT, THE FUTURE OF COMPUTER TRADING IN FINANCIAL MARKETS, FINAL PROJECT REPORT, THE GOVERNMENT OFFICE FOR SCIENCE, LONDON, at 54, http://www.cftc.gov/idc/groups/public/@aboutcftc/documents/file/tacfuturecomputertrading1012.pdf [https://perma.cc/2Z6H-23M2] (archived Jan. 16, 2017) (asserting "the more competitive the HFT industry, the more efficient will be the market in which they work").
\textsuperscript{95} Bell, supra note 54, at 8.
by other algorithms. As such, Bell concludes that regulators adopt "appropriate restraint" by leaving the control of those who exploit algorithms through misinformation to the competitive market.

Institutionally, regulators can improve the technology they use to monitor markets for purportedly illegal activity without needing to heighten regulation of HFT:

The key issue for regulators is to be careful to distinguish between inappropriate uses of a technology (such as order ignition, intentional quote stuffing, wash trades, and other manipulative practices) and the technology itself. Developing additional regulatory requirements that restrict the activities of all high frequency traders will likely create market distortions and disrupt the efficient movement of market information, liquidity, and short-term price stability. This is likely to be more damaging to the market than HFT-induced noise.

In light of this proposed lessening impact of HFT, one might question the value of regulation at this stage. If Bell is correct, HFT may soon reach its maximum market velocity. From a marginal cost–marginal benefit analysis standpoint, the marginal cost of the algorithms HFT firms use to exploit ever-smaller time gaps could outpace the marginal benefit those algorithms and associated time gaps produce.

Even if there is a need for regulation, the purpose of the regulation—to incentivize, alter, or curb HFT—is still unclear, as it reflects a judgment, positive or negative, on HFT practices.

2. The Efficient Capital Markets Hypothesis

HFT's defiance of the Efficient Capital Markets Hypothesis (ECMH) indicates why accountability through market competition alone might not sufficiently address volatility and inequity concerns. The ECMH draws on the concept of controlling fluctuation through competitive market normalization.

Eugene Fama and Paul Samuelson developed the ECMH to reflect the theory that markets follow a "random walk," or that prices fluctuate randomly. In essence, the ECMH states that the market

---
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99. See id. at 3–4 (describing the two-tiered market system, volatility, flash crashes, market liquidity, noise and market integrity are evidence HFT may reach maximum market velocity).
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price of an actively traded security will incorporate some amount of information related to that security. Fama divided the ECMH into three forms—strong ECMH, semi-strong ECMH, and weak ECMH—which differ in the amount of information reflected in the prices of actively traded securities. In strong ECMH (the most expansive), prices reflect all past and present information, privately and publicly available. In semi-strong ECMH (the most applicable to modern markets), prices only reflect all publicly available information. In weak ECMH (the most restrictive), prices only reflect past information.

The ECMH posits that prices encompass market information such that no one can consistently make profits above the market average (i.e., greater than those achievable with a buy-and-hold strategy). Whenever securities pricing becomes inefficient, rational investors will engage in arbitrage to realign prices to their fundamental value. Any profit resulting from that arbitrage is shared among many competing market players and averages to zero over time. HFT casts doubt on the ECMH. In contrast to the ECMH, Virgilio concluded that a small number of HFT firms could achieve risk-free returns consistently by extracting most of the gains from arbitrage rather than allowing them to efficiently spread among the greater investor pool. HFT thus allows a limited number of traders to “beat the market” by exploiting the time advantage accrued through use of algorithms, faster networks, and co-location. Typically, traditional retail and individual investors do not have the information and skill to engage in arbitrage opportunities.
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Professor Adam Clark-Joseph analyzed CFTC audit-level trading data in the eMini S&P 500 futures market and proposes that HFT aggressive orders generate valuable private information:

When an HFT places an exploratory order and observes a large price-impact, he learns that supply is temporarily inelastic. If the HFT knows that there is going to be more demand soon thereafter, he can place a larger order (even with a big price-impact) knowing that the price-impact from the coming demand will drive prices up further and ultimately enable him to sell at a premium that exceeds the price-impact of his unwinding order. When an HFT knows that supply is temporarily inelastic, he follows a routine demand-anticipation strategy. The purpose of exploratory trading is not to learn about future demand, but rather to identify the times at which trading in front of future demand will be profitable.  

As a result, only a relatively small number of professional, highly specialized HFT investors can outmaneuver traditional investors, and ECMH's assumption that no one can consistently beat the market no longer holds.  

Virgilio created a simple arbitrage model to this effect, demonstrating that HFT firms can make statistically significant profits. Thus, while smart software might never nullify trading risk, only HFT speed and co-location seem to provide the possibility of defying the ECMH and guaranteeing risk-free return. Consequently, regulation may be necessary to address this inequity.

B. Efforts in the United States

The SEC, the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA), and the CFTC are the regulatory authorities leading the charge against HFT in the United States. Through recent regulatory proposals and enforcement actions, these institutions have taken steps to bring HFT under closer scrutiny.

[https://perma.cc/5ZVD-9MCF] (archived Jan. 16, 2017) (noting that “millions of little traders are typically not the ones who have the knowledge and information to engage in arbitrage”).
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1. The SEC and Regulation Systems Compliance and Integrity

The SEC adopted Regulation Systems Compliance and Integrity (Reg SCI) in November 2014 in hopes of strengthening the technology infrastructure of US securities markets. In implementing this set of rules, the SEC expressly sought to “[r]educe the occurrence of systems issues; [i]mprove resiliency when systems problems do occur; and [e]nhance the Commission’s oversight and enforcement of securities market technology infrastructure.”¹¹⁶ These ambitions represent the typical counterargument to critics’ contention that regulation interferes with the competitive market’s ability to resolve problems (see Part IV.A.1)—regulation could help prevent such problems from occurring in the first place.

Reg SCI applies to “SCI entities”—(1) self-regulatory organizations, such as stock and options exchanges, registered clearing agencies, FINRA, and the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (MSRB), that trade stocks exceeding specified volume thresholds; (2) consolidated market data processors; (3) certain exempt clearing agencies; and (4) alternative trading systems (ATSs) that exceed volume thresholds. SCI entities that support “SCI systems”—trading, market data processing, market regulation, market surveillance, clearance and settlement, and order routing—are the specific target. SCI entities must establish written policies and procedures to ensure their technological systems “promote maintenance of fair and orderly markets” and comply with the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934.¹¹⁷

More pertinent to HFT, Reg SCI requires SCI entities to mandate participation in testing of business continuity and disaster recovery plans. Among other things, this stipulation reflects the possibility of flash crashes, noting that SCI entities must take corrective action and disseminate information with respect to “SCI events”—systems disruptions, systems compliance problems, and systems intrusions.¹¹⁸ In the final rule, the SEC noted that while recent technological advances have “substantially enhanced the speed, capacity, efficiency, and sophistication of the trading functions,” they have increased the risk of operational problems associated with automated systems, which can have widespread and lasting effects.¹¹⁹ To enhance accountability on this front, SCI entities must also establish procedures to identify and periodically review “SCI personnel,” or those responsible for SCI systems.

¹¹⁶. See SEC SPOTLIGHT: REGULATION SCI, supra note 8.
¹¹⁸. Regulation Systems Compliance and Integrity, supra note 117.
¹¹⁹. Id.
Reviews of Reg SCI are generally positive, seeing the requirements as a step in the right direction for regulators in light of growing cybersecurity concerns. SEC Commissioner Luis Aguilar highlighted Reg SCI’s strengths, including its risk-based (and not overly prescriptive) approach and its requirement that companies’ senior management and boards of directors be actively involved in cybersecurity issues. Commissioner Aguilar also commended the regulation’s emphasis on information sharing with other industry participants, noting how increased awareness could reduce cyber risk and enhance recovery responses.

If anything, Reg SCI is not enough. The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association (SIFMA) believes regulations like Reg SCI are too limited. While noting the importance of issue prevention, SIFMA emphasizes containment and minimization of such problems to prevent the aforementioned lasting effects of automated system problems. Referencing the 2010 Flash Crash (see Part II.B.2), SIFMA notes additional mechanisms to protect individual investors’ confidence in technological advancements. Specifically, it proposes a hybrid approach:

- a price band in order to prevent trades from occurring outside acceptable pre-determined price ranges,
- a bid/offer wanted period to alert market participants to the need for additional liquidity within the acceptable price range to avoid unnecessary price swings, and
- trading halt to pause trading when necessary to promote proper price discovery.

Indeed, the SEC has already indicated that it may expand the scope of Reg SCI in light of all market participants’ increased use of automated technologies. Commissioner Aguilar expressed a need
for a more comprehensive list of market participants, like over-the-counter market makers and transfer agents.  

2. The SEC, FINRA, and Enforcement

The SEC has sought to enforce its regulations in favor of greater disclosure to unpack the “mystery” of HFT. For example, in October 2014 the SEC sanctioned HFT firm Athena Capital Research LLC for executing a large number of aggressive trades in quick succession at market closing, a practice known as “marking the close,” on almost every trading day for six months. According to the SEC, Athena knowingly used an algorithm, codenamed “Gravy,” to create an order imbalance in which the number of orders to buy certain shares did not match the number of offers to sell those shares.

While Athena neither admitted nor denied the SEC’s charge for violation of Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and SEC Rule 10b-5, it agreed to pay a $1 million penalty and to cease and desist from committing or causing any future violations of the securities laws. SEC Chair Mary Jo White asserted, “When [HFT firms] cross the line and engage in fraud we will pursue them as we do with anyone who manipulates the markets.” Deeming Athena’s activity fraudulent, SEC Division of Enforcement Director Andrew J. Ceresney added, “This action should send a clear message that the [SEC] and its Division of Enforcement have the expertise to investigate and charge even the most sophisticated fraudulent algorithmic trading strategies.”

Beyond these enforcement efforts, the SEC oversees FINRA, a self-regulatory organization that acts as the front-line regulator for broker-dealers (although most broker-dealers also must register with the SEC). Traders who register with FINRA face disclosure
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requirements and examinations of their conduct. According to Rule 15b9-1 of the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, in relevant part, many HFT firms that trade on exchanges through a third-party broker-dealer, or that trade on alternative trading systems, may be exempt from FINRA registration.

However, the SEC passed a proposal in 2015 requiring previously exempt HFT broker-dealers to register with FINRA, and thus to face FINRA regulatory oversight. The new, more focused exemption will only exclude approximately 125 firms from FINRA registration requirements. The SEC admitted to targeting HFT firms with this regulation, hoping to enhance regulatory oversight of active proprietary trading firms. Echoing SEC Division of Enforcement Director Ceresney’s comment on the Athena sanction, SEC Commissioner Aguilar noted that the finalized proposals were integral to advancing FINRA’s trading surveillance program: “This will ensure that these [HFT firms] can be held responsible for any potential misconduct.”

3. The CFTC and “Spoofing”

Section 747 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank) amended the Commodity Exchange Act to specifically target HFT, albeit under a different name. The new provision, 7 U.S.C. § 6c(a)(5)(C), prohibits “any trading practice, or conduct on or subject to the rules of a registered entity that . . . is, of the character of, or is commonly known to trade as, ‘spoofing’ (bidding or offering with the intent to cancel the bid or offer before execution).”

133. See id.
135. See MILLER & SHORTER, supra note 132.
138. Kern & Garrett, supra note 136. In 2016, the SEC enforced its new regulation against two titans of the banking industry—Credit Suisse and Barclays—for manipulating investors through “dark pools,” private trading platforms in which HFT firms operate. See MILLER & SHORTER, supra note 132 (discussing the settlement of SEC claims against Credit Suisse and Barclays for cumulatively more than $150 million).
140. Id. § 6c(a)(5)(C).
The first US statutory provision to specifically ban "spoofing," Section 6c(a)(5)(C) targets HFT order anticipation strategies.\textsuperscript{141} Because the provision relies on determining intent, however, enforcement of the spoofing prohibition against speed-driven HFT can prove challenging. To that end, the CFTC released additional guidance extrapolating on the intent requirement, specifically that reckless trading practices alone do not constitute spoofing and that the CFTC must prove that a trader intended to move the market (i.e., HFT market making).\textsuperscript{142} As CFTC Director of Enforcement Aitan Goelman noted, "Spoofing seriously threatens the integrity and stability of futures markets because it discourages legitimate market participants from trading. The CFTC is committed to prosecuting this conduct and is actively cooperating with regulators around the world in this endeavor."\textsuperscript{143} 

Dampening criticism of Section 6c(a)(5)(C)'s unenforceability, the CFTC has enforced the prohibition in several actions involving HFT and algorithmic trading. In 2016, Michael Coscia, an HFT trader who implemented CFTC-flagged algorithmic trading strategies, was convicted on criminal charges for spoofing and commodities fraud.\textsuperscript{144} The Court in United States v. Coscia specifically determined that the "intent to cancel" requirement of Section 6c(a)(5)(C) was significant; therefore, the statutory prohibition was not unconstitutionally vague.\textsuperscript{145} The first defendant in the United States to stand trial under Dodd-Frank anti-spoofing legislation, Coscia was sentenced to three years in prison and two years of supervised release for "the use of computer algorithms to rig markets in fractions of a second."\textsuperscript{146} The CFTC has also pursued civil charges against manipulation in futures contracts. In 2015, the CFTC filed a civil complaint against


\textsuperscript{144.} See U.S. v. Coscia, 100 F.Supp.3d 653, 659 (N.D. Ill. 2015), aff'd, 177 F.Supp.3d 1087 (N.D. Ill. 2016) (finding that the spoofing prohibition was not unconstitutionally vague as applied to the defendant involved in HFT).

\textsuperscript{145.} 7 U.S.C. § 6c(a)(5)(C); U.S. v. Coscia, 100 F.Supp.3d at 659.

Igor Oystacher and his proprietary trading company, 3 Red Trading LLC (3 Red defendants), for spoofing and manipulation while trading futures contracts on four different futures exchanges: the E-Mini S&P 500 futures contracts on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME); crude oil and natural gas futures contracts on the New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX); copper futures contracts on the Commodity Exchange Inc. (COMEX); and the volatility index (VIX) futures contract on CBOE Futures Exchange (CFE).147

Citing Coscia, the court in CFTC v. Oystacher found that the 3 Red defendants’ trading strategy relied on an unlawful intent to cancel bids or offers before execution, following the language of Section 6c(a)(5)(C).148 Effectively, the 3 Red defendants had placed and subsequently cancelled large passive orders, implementing an HFT market-making tactic that created a false impression of a growing market for the futures, and allowed the 3 Red defendants to flip their “buy”/“sell” position to turn a profit.149

Highlighting international efforts to control the behaviors of disruptive algorithmic traders, in 2015 the CFTC charged Navinder Singh Sarao, a UK resident, and Nav Sarao Futures Limited PLC (Sarao defendants) with unlawfully manipulating, attempting to, manipulate, and spoofing with regard to E-mini S&P 500 near-month futures contracts.150 In particular, the CFTC alleged that the Sarao defendants used a “layering algorithm” to follow price movements in the E-mini S&P 500 index and eventually canceled most of the orders the algorithm placed, allegedly creating a profit of over $40 million.151

The manipulation at the heart of the Sarao charge, however, was the Sarao defendants’ use of the layering algorithm on May 6, 2010—the day of the Flash Crash (see Part III.B.2)—during which the Sarao defendants allegedly applied persistent downward pressure worth approximately $200 million on the E-mini S&P 500 index price.152 According to the CFTC, such manipulation helped destabilize the E-mini S&P order book, contributing to the market conditions surrounding the Flash Crash.153

In an assurance of the CFTC’s resolve, CFTC Director of Enforcement Goelman stated, “Protecting the integrity and stability
of the U.S. futures markets is critical to ensuring a properly functioning financial system . . . [and the CFTC] will find and prosecute manipulators of U.S. futures markets wherever they may be.”

4. The CFTC and Regulation Automated Trading

The CFTC proposed Regulation Automated Trading (Reg AT) in 2015 to update its regulations in light of the emergence and prominence of electronic trading. Part of a series of measures in response to financial regulators’ concerns over market volatility, Reg AT represents a CFTC effort, in the name of transparency, to enhance its oversight over “automated trading activities,” of which HFT is a primary example.

In proposing Reg AT, the CFTC listed policy concerns it seeks to address with the regulation, including risks associated with market liquidity and market shocks, and sufficient risk mitigation in light of the high speed of trade execution. In its 2015 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for Reg AT, the CFTC focused on the algorithmic order routing, electronic order execution, and self-trade, market-making mechanisms characteristic of HFT. Later, in its 2016 Reg AT Supplemental Proposal (Supplemental Proposal), the CFTC sought to clarify and structure many of the requirements it originally set forth in Reg AT.

Among their key requirements, Reg AT and the Supplemental Proposal impose three major requirements: (1) new trader registration related to algorithmic trading, (2) new risk control structure, and (3) algorithmic trading source code preservation.
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159. Reg AT and the Supplemental Proposal also require periodic review of compliance with Reg AT and offer options to facilitate the compliance of AT Persons’ third-party systems. See CFTC, FACT SHEET – SUPPLEMENTAL NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING ON REGULATION AUTOMATED TRADING (2016), http://www.cftc.gov/idc/groups/public/@newsroom/documents/file/retat_factsheet110316
First, Reg AT and the Supplemental Proposal require the registration of proprietary algorithmic traders who trade on a “designated contract market” (DCM) using “direct electronic access”—the practice of directly entering trades into an exchange’s electronic trade matching system for a fee.\textsuperscript{160} Direct electronic access essentially allows certain trading customers to avoid routing trades through brokers (e.g., Charles Schwab), whereby cutting out a major market participant.\textsuperscript{161}

The Supplemental Proposal institutes a volume-based, quantitative threshold for determining whether an existing trader is an algorithmic trader, or “AT person,” and whether an algorithmic trader trading on a DCM via direct electronic access must register as a New Floor Trader with the CFTC.\textsuperscript{162} Such a requirement would expand the number and types of floor traders required to register with the CFTC.\textsuperscript{163} The suggested volume threshold is twenty thousand contracts on average, per day, over a six-month period.\textsuperscript{164} As a result, the CFTC estimates that 120 people will be classified as AT Persons, of which fifty would be New Floor Traders and seventy would be current registrants.\textsuperscript{165} Along with the SEC’s FINRA registration requirement (see Part IV.B.1), the CFTC’s proposed registration requirement in Reg AT and the Supplemental Proposal is meant to illuminate the current black box in which HFT operates due to its speedy trade execution.

Second, the Supplemental Proposal sets forth a two-tier, pre-trade risk control structure set at the levels of (1) the AT Person or “executing” futures commission merchant (FCM) and (2) the DCM.\textsuperscript{166} Under this system, an AT Person could choose to delegate compliance with risk control requirements to its FCM (with the FCM’s consent).\textsuperscript{167} The two-tier structure would replace the three-tier structure proposed in Reg AT and expand its risk control requirements to encompass algorithmic trading and electronic
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trading, including electronic trading at the FCM and DCM levels.\textsuperscript{168} In essence, the new two-tier structure would allow the CFTC to more closely monitor HFT by imposing risk control requirements at a greater number of levels in the trading chain.

Third, the Supplemental Proposal requires algorithmic trading source code to be preserved according to provisions other than the CFTC’s general recordkeeping requirements, and accessible to the CFTC only via subpoena or CFTC-approved special call.\textsuperscript{169} This is a revision of the Reg AT provision that required making source code available for inspection to the CFTC, which received a great deal of pushback from traders interested in protecting their intellectual property.\textsuperscript{170} The Supplemental Provision also provides the CFTC with access both to records tracking changes to an AT Person’s algorithmic trading source code and to log files recording the activity of an AT Person’s algorithmic trading system.\textsuperscript{171}

Resistance to Reg AT and the Supplemental Proposal ranges from criticism of its scope and objectives to attacks on the imbalance of power it allegedly manifests. One of Reg AT’s most outspoken critics comes from within the CFTC itself; CFTC Commissioner J. Christopher Giancarlo neatly outlined some of the major concerns regarding Reg AT and has publicly condemned Reg AT as a “20th century analog response to the 21st century digital revolution in trading markets.”\textsuperscript{172}

The Reg AT algorithmic trading source code provision arguably faces the most criticism. While Reg AT implements industry best practices and provides flexibility in setting risk controls, many disagree with Reg AT’s granting the CFTC and the Department of Justice access to algorithmic trading source code without subpoenas.\textsuperscript{173} Noting the lack of specific confidentiality protections

\textsuperscript{168} The Reg AT three-tier structure provided controls at the levels of (1) the AT person, (2) the “clearing member” FCM, and (3) the DCM. See MILLER & SHORTER, supra note 132, at 9–10 (discussing the expansion of registration requirements to proprietary traders engaging in algorithmic trading); see also FACT SHEET, supra note 159, at 1 (explaining the expansion of the Reg AT risk control framework to also encompass electronic trading).

\textsuperscript{169} FACT SHEET, supra note 159, at 2.

\textsuperscript{170} See id. (describing source code availability requirement).

\textsuperscript{171} Id.


for source code, Commissioner Giancarlo stated the Supplemental Proposal would deprive intellectual property owners of due process of law.174

Critics like Commissioner Giancarlo also fear the regulatory precedent adopting the algorithmic trading source code provision would set for other regulators, both domestic and foreign. Extrapolating from the likelihood that the SEC will implement source code provisions similar to those in Reg AT, Commissioner Giancarlo predicted that other US agencies, such as the Federal Communications Commission, the Federal Trade Commission, the National Security Agency, and even the Department of Transportation, might seek source codes from Apple, Facebook, Oracle, and Uber, respectively.175

Beyond the United States, Reg AT's source code provision could further empower government-led campaigns to mandate public disclosure of algorithms used in banking, search engines, and social networks.176 The SEC bolsters this prospect, noting the impossibility of tracing orders and trades to HFT firms when relying solely on information currently made available to the public.177

Even setting aside the algorithmic trading source code provision, many see Reg AT as a governmental overreach. The FIA, a futures industry trade group, filed a comment letter with the CFTC emphasizing that the new regulation would impact far more market participants than just a small, specific subset of algorithmic trading firms.178 The Managed Funds Association, a hedge fund group, conurred with the FIA, commenting that Reg AT too broadly regulates automated trading by unrelated types of market
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177. See EQUITY MARKET STRUCTURE LITERATURE REVIEW, supra note 6, at 8–9 ("As a result, it is impossible to identify orders and trades as originating from an HFT account when relying solely on publicly available information.").
Commissioner Giancarlo concluded that Reg AT was "a classic Washington maneuver: force as many businesses as possible into the regulatory framework so there is someone to investigate if something goes wrong."\(^{180}\)

C. Efforts in the European Union

The European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA), an independent EU regulatory agency, oversees securities trading across all EU member states. Formed in response to the 2008 Financial Crisis, ESMA identifies potential threats to financial stability and adopts emergency measures in crisis situations. Through an amalgamation of efforts by ESMA and the European Commission, the Regulation on Markets in Financial Instruments, comprised of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II (MiFID II) and the Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (MiFIR), seeks to regulate firms and trading venues that engage in algorithmic trading and/or HFT.

1. MiFID II

The MiFID regulatory package (beginning with MiFID I) has been a cornerstone of financial market regulation in the European Union since 2007, seeking to improve market competitiveness through the creation of a single investment market and to ensure harmonized investor protection. To this end, MiFID I established a series of rules and requirements related to business organization and conduct, regulated market authorization, regulatory reporting to avoid market abuse, trade transparency, and instrument admission into trading.\(^{181}\)

To inform further regulatory efforts, ESMA distributed a questionnaire on HFT that surveyed trading firms on their strategies, market access, latency requirements, algorithm development, and risk management.\(^{182}\) For the purposes of the questionnaire, HFT was defined as:

> [T]rading activities that employ sophisticated, algorithmic technologies to interpret signals from the market and, in response, implement trading strategies that generally involve the high frequency generation of orders and a


\(^{180}\) Lambert, *supra* note 172.


low latency transmission of these orders to the market. Related trading strategies mostly consist of either quasi market making or arbitraging within very short time horizons. They usually involve the execution of trades on own account (rather than for a client) and positions usually being closed out at the end of the day.\footnote{183}

Using feedback from these questionnaires, the European Commission hoped to update regulations to adapt the existing MiFID I framework to account for growth in HFT and to prevent or ameliorate the effects of flash crashes. The Commission looked to include HFT under a larger "automated trading" umbrella definition and to require all markets to install their own circuit breakers, stress test their platforms, and offer fair and equal access to co-location services.\footnote{184}

In 2014, after more than two years of negotiations, the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union adopted the Regulation on Markets in Financial Instruments, commonly referred to as MiFID II and MiFIR. Ultimately scheduled to apply to EU member states on January 3, 2018, MiFID II represents an ongoing effort to dampen the effects of HFT.

While MiFID I was primarily a compliance mandate for the financial industry, MiFID II poses potential problems for revenues, organizational strategies, and business models.\footnote{185} Using a series of definitional tests, regulation benchmarks, and registration requirements, ESMA intends MiFID II to improve the efficiency, resilience, and transparency of financial markets in the aftermath of the 2008 Financial Crisis. Under MiFID II, ESMA is developing numerous draft regulatory technical standards (RTS) and draft implementing technical standards (ITS) aimed at increasing the scope of regulation. In particular, the new regulations will cover more non-equity products—namely structured deposits issued or sold by credit institutions, certain packaged retail investment products, and financial instruments issued by investment firms—and over-the-counter trading.\footnote{186}

The April 2016 Delegated Regulation supplementing MiFID II specifically targets algorithmic trading and its subset, HFT, setting forth standards for what qualifies as HFT similar to those adopted by the U.S. SEC and CFTC. MiFID II characterizes HFT as an algorithmic trading technique whose infrastructure minimizes latency through co-location, proximity, or high-speed direct electronic access, and fosters order initiation, generation, routing, or execution

\footnote{183. \textit{Id.}} \footnote{184. \textit{See id.}} \footnote{185. \textit{See Benjamin Collette et al., From MiFID I to MiFID II, what are the main changes?, DELOITTE (May 2014), https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/lu/Documents/financial-services/IM/mifidii-changes.pdf [https://perma.cc/2W6Z-AZL8] (archived Mar. 1, 2017).} \footnote{186. \textit{See ESMA, supra note 181; Collette et al., supra note 185.}}
without human intervention.\textsuperscript{187} The Delegated Regulation clarified the "high message intraday rates" stipulation of the MiFID II definition to include the submission on average of: (1) at least two messages per second per any single financial instrument traded on a trading venue; or (2) at least four messages per second for all financial instruments traded on a trading venue.\textsuperscript{188} Under MiFID II, HFT firms must notify regulators that they are engaging in HFT and on which trading venue(s) they are trading.

The MiFID II technical standards stipulate a variety of requirements pertinent to HFT, flash crash consequences, and transparency concerns. For example, the standards specifically govern HFT by imposing a strict set of organizational requirements on investment firms and trading venues.\textsuperscript{189} In order to increase competition, the standards also prohibit discriminatory access to central counterparties (CCPs), trading venues, and benchmarks. The standards introduce a trading obligation for shares and certain derivatives to be traded only on regulated platforms, limiting over-the-counter activity. More broadly, they institute tests to determine whether a non-financial firm's speculative investment activities are so great that it should be subject to MiFID II. The technical standards seek to promote transparency surrounding HFT, mandating disaggregated data from trading venues, liquidity assessments for non-equity instruments, volume cap devices and thresholds for pre- and post-trade transparency regimes, and disclosure to strengthen the best execution regime, among other things.\textsuperscript{190}

2. Reactions to MiFID II

One of the primary criticisms of MiFID II involves the speed of its implementation timeline. While the process was initiated in 2014, the actual implementation date within EU member states, January 3, 2018, is subject to several choke points for delay. Given the growth of HFT, time is arguably of the essence. As a product of the slower pace, however, trading venues and regulators have more time to engage in active dialogue and to guarantee fair representation among those


\textsuperscript{188} Id.

\textsuperscript{189} ESMA, supra note 181.

most immediately affected by MiFID II. The Electronic Debt Markets Association Europe (EDMA Europe) is a lobby group composed of fixed income trading venues seeking such representation, looking to ensure open access, fair electronic trading protocols, and equivalent regulatory treatment of all electronic trading platforms.\footnote{See generally EDMA EUROPE: LEADING TRADING VENUES ESTABLISH ELECTRONIC DEBT MARKETS ASSOCIATION (Oct. 13, 2016), \url{http://www.edmae.org/edma/} [https://perma.cc/WDW2-46PQ] (archived Oct. 8, 2017).}

Critics also question whether MiFID II will achieve its desired transparency without dire cost. Recall from Part III.B.2 that because HFT firms can quickly enter or exit the market, they have less of a need to understand the long-term behavior of securities. More traditional traders who rely on research and experience for their competitive advantage suffer diminished marginal returns, and investment in information is no longer practical from a business standpoint. MiFID II might contribute to this widening gap between HFT and more traditional trading.

Under the new regulations, "fund managers cannot receive free investment research from a broker unless it falls within narrow exceptions."\footnote{Daniel Flynn, Artemis' Foster: MiFID II research rules will 'disadvantage' European bond managers, \textit{Inv. Week} (Feb. 17, 2017), \url{http://www.investmentweek.co.uk/investment-week/news/3004836/artemis-foster-mifid-ii-research-rules-will-disadvantage-european-bond-managers} [https://perma.cc/9WMB-73VV] (archived Mar. 2, 2017).} Equity managers generally must pay for most of their research anyway, and HFT traders do not desperately need the information in the first place. However, this restriction will more seriously affect bond managers in the European Union, as under MiFID II they will have to pay brokers both the bid/offer spread and additional specific research costs.\footnote{See id.} Because this regulation is specific to the European Union, EU bond managers are at an even greater competitive disadvantage compared with managers in North America and Asia. Furthermore, these regulations will impose considerable financial, personnel, and information systems technology costs on HFT and non-HFT firms alike.

Moreover, critics are concerned about the consistency of MiFID II application across EU member states. Although the Delegated Regulation and the technical standards will apply directly across the European Union to all MiFID investment firms on a harmonized basis, MiFID II (a directive) will need EU member states to implement it into their own national regulatory schemes for any of it to be effective. While stipulated that by the end of 2016 all EU member states would be on a "level playing field," in some sense these rules form a baseline or minimum for financial regulation, as several
EU countries already have regulations in place that go beyond MiFID II.\textsuperscript{194}

As algorithmic trading and HFT firms face enhanced scrutiny by EU regulators, some predict that EU member states will apply additional national regulations.\textsuperscript{195} Particular to HFT reporting requirements, whether firms engaging in algorithmic trading or HFT will be required to disclose commercially sensitive details, most notably source codes, may become a question of how individual EU member states implement MiFID II into their national legal regimes.\textsuperscript{196}

V. POLICY CONCLUSION: HOW SHOULD REGULATORS CONTROL HFT?

Because US and EU efforts to define and regulate HFT activity have come in the aftermath of, among other significant events, the 2008 Financial Crisis, the 2010 Flash Crash, and the 2016 Brexit vote, it is too soon to predict how well they will be received, let alone how successful they will prove long-term. At present, US financial regulatory authorities could learn from the example of ESMA and the European Commission. Much as US securities regulation generally aims to slow down market activity to prevent speculative bubbles, MiFID II will force the trading venues on which HFT takes place to slow down the flow of orders and reduce trading activity. This should protect investors against flash crashes by highlighting HFT's liquidity and trade volume issues.

At present, US and EU regulators' efforts differ primarily in scope. Through Reg SCI and Reg AT, US regulators have focused on the securities market technology infrastructure surrounding HFT, intervening at the operational level. The SEC designed Reg SCI to create a framework of periodic tests and checks by which market participants could better prepare for and overcome system disruptions, from short term flash crashes to longer term crises like the 2008 Financial Crisis. While Reg AT might more specifically target HFT, it, too, seeks change at a relatively high level, introducing more stringent registration requirements for new traders.

On the other hand, EU regulators have taken a much more intensive approach. Compared with the MiFID and MiFIR regulations, Reg SCI and Reg AT only scrape the surface by instituting measures primarily aimed at transparency. While MiFID

\textsuperscript{194.} See Collette et al., \textit{supra} note 185.
\textsuperscript{195.} See, \textit{e.g.}, KINDERMANN ET AL., \textit{supra} note 187 (discussing Germany's taking the lead on HFT regulation and France's imposition of requirements for firms or individuals engaging in algorithmic trading).
\textsuperscript{196.} See \textit{id.} (discussing uncertainty as to how commercially sensitive details will be disclosed).
II also requires transparency, it dives deeper by requiring traders to limit activity in certain financial instruments to particular regulated platforms and by setting strict organizational requirements on trading firms and venues.

EU regulations regarding algorithmic source codes, too, are much more comprehensive than US regulations. While EU regulators require traders to submit source codes, US regulators have received pushback against similar requirements on intellectual property grounds, as businesses in other sectors fear further government efforts to make more algorithms public. Thus, the success of a source code-related regulation in the style of the European Union's intensive effort is questionable.

In light of such resistance, the best option for US regulators may be a “transparency within reason” approach. This would require FINRA registration of firms engaging in HFT, much like the Delegated Regulation requires for MiFID II firms. Such an approach would also require subpoenas to access source code like those Reg AT contemplates. Requiring subpoenas would protect intellectual property as much as possible and avoid the potential EU individual member state implementation problem regarding the disclosure of commercially sensitive details.

Implementation itself is also a cross-border concern. Given the amount of interaction between US and EU financial markets, one could argue that their regulations should be harmonized, if not made identical. Looking at US and EU regulations as two separate financial regimes, US regulators can again learn from EU regulators as they attempt to implement MiFID II to all EU member states.

While US states are more closely linked in government, commerce, and culture than EU member states, US securities exchanges, by virtue of trade volume and sheer number, can serve as a proxy for EU member states in a discussion of how to effectively implement one universal regulatory scheme. Politically, financial regulation reform is arguably one of the most hotly contested issues of the new US presidency. Given the prompt changes in the international cooperative structure since the January 2017 US presidential inauguration, coordination between the United States and the European Union in terms of financial regulation may turn out to be more difficult than recently anticipated.

While the case for international coordination is fairly strong, the discrepancies between US and EU regulations as they stand may provide incentive for traders to flock to US markets that, by comparison, face lighter regulation. With fewer traders in their markets, EU traders may face not only higher trading costs and lower efficiency, but also lower costs for the markets at large. As such, US regulators must tread carefully in pursuing new avenues for regulating HFT. They should allow the European Union to serve as a testing ground for such an all-encompassing, far-reaching regulation
as MiFID II. However, they must consider the increasing influence of HFT activity and how it is reshaping the securities landscape, both intra- and internationally.
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